Is a bivariate polynomial with plus minus 1 coefficients irreducible?
  Very likely! by Bary-Soroker, Lior & Kozma, Gady
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IS A BIVARIATE POLYNOMIAL WITH ±1
COEFFICIENTS IRREDUCIBLE? VERY LIKELY!
LIOR BARY-SOROKER AND GADY KOZMA
1. Introduction
The height of a polynomial f(X) =
∑r
i=0 aiX
i with integral coeffi-
cients is defined as
Ht(f) = max
i
|ai|.
The probability that a polynomial f ∈ Z[X ] of degree r and height at
most N to be reducible is
(1)
1
2N + 1
≤ pr,N ≤ Cr
1
N
,
for some constant Cr > 0 depending only on r. The left hand side
follows from the fact that if a0 = 0; i.e., f(0) = 0, then the polynomial
is reducible. Upper bounds as in the left hand side were studied for a
long period of time, see e.g. [1, 2, 4, 6]. In particular, as r is fixed and
N tends to infinity, we get the rate of decay of pr,N .
One would expect that as N being fixed and as r tends to infinity
and unless there is some obvious obstruction, we would still get that
lim
r→∞
pr,N = 0.
More generally, take a finite set S; say S = {±1}, and let pr,S be the
probability that a random polynomial of degree r with coefficients in
S is reducible. It is notoriously difficult to prove that
lim
r→∞
pr,S = 0.
Some cases that were studied extensively in the literature are S = {0, 1}
[3] and S = {±1} (Littlewood polynomials) [7]. See also the realted
[5]. We have no solution for this problem.
Instead, the goal of this study is much more modest. We address
a much simpler question when we add one degree of freedom; namely,
we replace univariate polynomials by bivariate polynomials. We hope
that people working in this area might be interested in this case. We
prove:
Theorem. Let F = F (X, Y ) =
∑
i,j≤r±X
iY j be a bivariate polyno-
mial of degree r with random coefficients ±1. Then
lim
r→∞
P(F reducible) = 0.
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The key tool in the proof of the theorem is a variant of (1) for
polynomials with odd coefficients with an extra (logN)2 factor and
with an explicit bound in term of r: Put
(2) Ω(r,N) =
{
f =
r∑
i=0
aiX
i : ar ≡ 1 (mod 2),Ht(f) ≤ 2N − 1
}
.
Then there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that for any r > 1
and N > 2 the probability that a random uniform polynomial f ∈
Ω(r,N) is reducible satisfies
(3) PΩ(r,N)(f reducible) ≤ C ·
r(logN)2
N
(
1 +
1
2N
)r
.
2. Proof of (3) – Rivin’s argument
Our proof of (3) is based on the surprising idea of Rivin [6] who
noticed that for monic polynomials conditioning on the free coefficient
gives a saving of logN/N . In our case the polynomials are non-monic;
hence we condition also on the leading coefficients, whence the (logN)2
factor:
Put Ω = Ω(r,N) (from (2)) and note that as there are 2N odd
integers in [−2N + 1, 2N − 1], one has
(4) #Ω = (2N)r+1.
Let us fix s, t > 0 with r = s + t and b0, c0, bs, ct ∈ Z such that
a0 = b0c0 and ar = bsct are odd integers with |a0|, |ar| ≤ 2N − 1. Let
V = V (b0, c0, bs, ct, s, t) be the set of f ∈ Ω such that f = gh with
deg g = s, deg h = t, g(0) = b0, h(0) = c0, and the leading coefficients
of g, h are bs, ct, respectively.
Put M = 2N + 1 and consider the reduction of coefficient map
red: Ω → Z/MZ[X ]. As M > 2N and gcd(M, 2) = 1, it follows that
red is injective. Moreover, the image red(V ) of V is contained of in
the set of products g¯h¯, where g¯ (resp., h¯) ranges over polynomials of
degree s (resp., t) with coefficients in Z/MZ, leading coefficients bs
mod M (resp., ct mod M), and such that g¯(0) ≡ b0 mod M (resp.,
h¯(0) ≡ c0 mod M). Since there are M
s−1M t−1 = M r−2 pairs (g¯, h¯) of
such polynomials, we get
(5) #V (b0, c0, bs, ct, s, t) ≤ M
r−2.
Each reducible polynomial f ∈ Ω with a0 = f(0) and leading coefficient
ar lies in V (b0, c0, bs, ct, s, t) for some parameters satisfying b0c0 = a0,
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bsbt = ar, s, t ≥ 1, and s+ t = r. Thus, by (5), one has
#{f ∈Ω(r,N) : f reducible}
≤
∑
a0,ar
∑
b0|a0, bs|ar
∑
s+t=r
#V (b0,
a0
b0
, bs,
ar
bs
, s, t)
≤ (r − 1)M r−2
∑
b0,bs
2
⌊
2N − 1
b0
⌋
· 2
⌊
2N − 1
bs
⌋
.
(6)
Here a0, ar run over odd integers with |a0|, |ar| ≤ 2N − 1. A simple
calculation bounds the last sum by CM2(logM)2. Together with (6)
and (4) one directly gets (3) (the difference between M r and (2N)r is
responsible for the last term in (3)). 
3. Proof of the Theorem
Notice that if F (X, Y ) is reducible, then either F (2, Y ) is reducible,
or F (X, 2) is reducible, or F (X, Y ) = f(X)g(Y ). Indeed, assume
F (X, Y ) = f(X, Y )g(X, Y ), let r = degY F , s = degY f , and t =
degY g. Then r = s + t. Substituting X = 2, gives F (2, Y ) =
f(2, Y )g(2, Y ). The coefficient of Y r is ±1 ± 2 ± · · · ± 2r, hence odd
and in particular nonzero. Thus degF (2, Y ) = r. Since deg f(2, Y ) ≤ s
and deg g(2, Y ) ≤ t we may write
r = deg F (2, Y ) = deg f(2, Y ) + deg g(2, Y ) ≤ s+ t = r
so both inequalities are in fact equalities, i.e. deg f(2, Y ) = s and
deg g(2, Y ) = t. Thus, either F (2, Y ) is reducible, or one of the pair
s, t is zero; say s = 0. Then f(X, Y ) = f(X). Similarly, by substituting
Y = 2, we get that either F (X, 2) is irreducible or g(X, Y ) = g(Y ), as
claimed.
As
F (2, Y ) =
r∑
i=0
(
r∑
j=0
±2j)Y i,
the coefficient of Y i is a random odd number in [−2r+1 + 1, 2r+1 − 1].
Thus, by (3) with N = 2r, we get
P(F (2, Y ) reducible)≪
r3
2r
.
(A≪ B is short for A = O(B)). Similarly, P(F (X, 2) reducible)≪ r
3
2r
.
If F (X, Y ) = f(X)g(Y ), then both f and g can be normalized to have
±1 coefficients; hence
P(∃f, g s.t. F (X, Y ) = f(X)g(Y )) ≤
2r+1 · 2r+1
2(r+1)2
≪ 2−r
2
.
We conclude that
P(F (X, Y ) reducible)≪
r3
2r
→ 0, r →∞,
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as needed. 
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